DJ Scotch Egg Interview by Tristan burfield @ Timbuk2, Bristol.
may 2005.
In may 2005 I interviewed DJ Scotch Egg before a show in
Bristol. dj scotch egg was yet to release his first album and
there was a buzz in the air surrounding his set that night. The
interview was part of a larger research project on chiptune for
my masters degree. At this time chiptune was only just emerging
as a genre and there was scant information and knowledge on
the subject. I set out to interview some of the key players,
research the scene and produce an original Gameboy set at
Bristol cube based on my findings.

You often perform with just a gameboy and megaphone why do
you choose this particular combination?

I didn't choose it, someone gave me. Someone gave me, so I am
doing it. I never bought my stuff.
What sought of Gameboys do you use when you perform live?

Nanoloop
What do you like about Nanoloop?

I got from mate. Haha. Sorry I can't help you man!
You play to lots of different people. Do audiences react
differently?

I have a lot of friend behind the scene. They invite me all the

time. It’s nice to play to different audience not just one
particular audience. It’s more fun. I can't do these deep things.
It’s just fun! really fun!
Who are your influences? do you listen to any other gameboy
musicians?

No, lightning bolt. They're fucking amazing man! They're wicked!
What’s the story behind the KFC Song?

I got spiritual from KFC from eating KFC. When I jam with people
I play music as well in a band it’s nice after I jam with people!
You are based in Brighton? What do you think of the music scene
in Brighton?

Good man! I run a night called Wrong Music which is inviting
loads of different musician from different scene every month.
Noise music, break-core, gabba, anything, really crazy stuff.
What inspired you to use the stage name DJ Scotch Egg?

I like eating it.
Do you have any other side projects?

I play in a band swell two drums, lots of improvisation. Mashed
up. Sounds like heavy shit! I record to 4-track recorder. I like
anything limited. I don't like using computer there is too much to
choose. It is better using something limited. It's all about
pushing the limits! The gameboy is like that, really limited! It
more fun, a unique challenge! using a computer is not a
challenge. Many people have done creative things with
computers and it is too normal! so I like using really cheap
stuff with toys and make some crazy shit!
Have you ever used Cubase and Pro Tools? How does that
compare to doing stuff with the Gameboy?

I don't like it. I find the Gameboy more challenging and more fun.
It is portable you can carry it everywhere!
How does making music on a Gameboy advance compare to making
music on a normal Gameboy?

Normal Gameboy is more analogue. I like cheap stuff! Junk! Junk
is cool!
As technology moves forward will people still be making
Gameboy music in years to come?

I don't know man. As I told you I don't really care about other
people moving to other forms of technology. I like limited stuff,
so I don't really care I just do what I'm doing!

